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WHAT
We are a global electronic market-maker. We
use our own capital, at our own risk, to trade on
major financial markets around the world, 24 hours a
day. We stick to what we’re good at: making markets in
financial products – a clear focus that has always served
us well. We offer a wide range of products, including
listed derivatives, cash equities, exchange-traded funds,
bonds and foreign exchange. Our innovative trading
systems are key to our success, enabling us to
respond swiftly to every change in the market
with timely, competitive prices.

WHY
Since day one, our mission has been to improve the
market. There are two main ways in which we do this.

Firstly, we strive to offer fair, tradable prices to market
participants, in all market conditions. Due to our unique
long-term experience and our approach to risk management,
all market participants - including retail and institutional
investors - benefit through lower liquidity risk and lower implicit
transaction costs. By constantly providing liquidity, volume
and competitive prices, we contribute to the stability and
smooth functioning of fair, transparent and reliable
markets.

HOW

we
are
Optiver
Optiver’s story began 30 years ago, when we started business as a single
trader on the floor of Amsterdam’s options exchange. Today, we are at the forefront
of trading and technology, employing around 1,000 employees of 40 nationalities
on four continents. We got here through our culture of commitment, collaboration
and continuous improvement and our mission of improving the market.
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OPTIVER AT A GLANCE

The Optiver culture is one of commitment,
collaboration and continuous improvement.
Although our diverse team spans many nationalities,
we all believe in respect, integrity and honesty, sharing
a quiet confidence and a drive to be the best. We aim
to attract and retain intelligent, dynamic people with an
attitude of ‘getting things done and getting it right’.
Our company is owned by our management and by
current and former Optiverians. This structure promotes
prudent risk management, a long-term vision and
stability of management. Optiver’s collective
success is our individual success.

WHERE
We are a global company, with locations on four
continents. Based in Amsterdam, Optiver Europe is
active on all major European equities and derivatives
exchanges, as well as some exchanges in the US
and Brazil. Optiver Asia Pacific is one of the primary
participants within the Asian option markets. Through our
offices in Sydney, Hong Kong, Shanghai and Taipei, we
trade a range of products on all the relevant markets in
Asia. Optiver US is based in the derivatives capital,
Chicago, and is active on several of the leading
exchanges in the US markets.

Secondly, we work to help improve
the market structure for all stakeholders.
We are vocal in the wider debate around
market structure and share our views and
positions on ongoing regulatory reform, always
with the interests of the end-investor in mind.
We share our knowledge by participating in
panels, speaker engagements and industry
associations and talking to regulators on
a regular basis.
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Letter from the CEO

dear optiverians,
Optiver’s 30-year
jubilee in 2016 was a
great opportunity to reflect
upon our heritage, take stock of
where we are now, and look ahead
to building an even stronger business
for the future.
Since Johann set up shop on the floor of
Amsterdam’s European Options Exchange, our
mission to improve the market has never changed.
Nor have we changed what we do – market-making.
But we have grown with the times, with our increasingly
complex and highly regulated industry, and evolved how
we do what we do.

from floor...

From our very beginnings, we have been on a mission to improve
the markets by offering fair, tradable prices to end-investors,
whatever the market conditions. Over the years, we have taken on an
ever more prominent role in helping improve the market structure for all
stakeholders.
One key way we do this to an increasing extent is by sharing expertise and
opinions with regulators and parties across the industry. As we focus on improving
our organisation for the future, this also means thinking about how we can leverage
and further commercialise our core competences of pricing, execution and risk
management to benefit end-investors even more.
What we see is a shift in the execution preferences of buy-side investors. They increasingly
seek a more personalised and tailored approach, and a choice of execution options. To cater to
this, we have created institutional trading desks, and begun to connect to the fast-growing request
for quote (RFQ) platforms.
We are planning to further scale up our institutional trading activities and counterparty network across the
regions. We will spend time identifying what we need to do in order to offer the best possible user experience
to the buy side within our regulatory boundaries.
Such moves will help us retain our competitive edge and continue our strong performance into the future, employing
the entrepreneurial mind-set that has characterised us from day one. It is important that we keep nurturing that can-do
culture as we move into our next decades. That does not mean over-committing ourselves or acting impulsively, however.
We will keep sifting opportunities with great diligence, so we only make carefully considered choices and can fully honour
the commitments we do make.
Moments like last year’s Brexit vote best display our true culture and spirit. Every Optiverian from trading to support, tech to security,
risk to reception, pulled together and ensured that we were there in the market, doing what we do best.
Our people are the engine of our smart and steady growth, and I’d like to thank all our employees for their outstanding work in 2016. I
look ahead with confidence to 2017 and to Optiver’s next 30 years, in which we will build on our heritage to keep improving the market and
its structure.
Paul Hilgers

...to screen
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Developments such as machine learning, artificial
intelligence and block chain technology are changing our
industry and sparking regulatory debate. As an industry, we
need to meet these challenges together.

Regulatory developments

dustry
our in

The financial industry continues to face strict new
regulatory and supervisory requirements, especially
relating to capital and liquidity management, conduct
of business, operational structures and the integrity of
financial services and activities. Some of these changes
may have an impact, positive or negative, on the activities
of the Group or on some of our principal subsidiaries.

These changes include:
– Ongoing initiatives by legislators and regulators across
the globe to mandate central clearing of OTC derivatives
(e.g. through the Dodd-Frank Act in the US and EMIR
in the EU), as well as efforts to move trading of such
instruments to transparent trading platforms.
– Proposals by international banking regulators such as
the Basel Committee to enhance the risk sensitivity and
robustness of standardised approaches, to minimise
reliance on internal models, and to incorporate capital
floors in the Basel capital framework – measures that also
affect investment firms, both directly and indirectly.
– Legislative changes such as RegAT in the US, MiFID II in
the EU, and recent regulatory proposals in Japan. These
aim to adapt the regulatory environment to the increased
automation of financial markets and to introduce strict
requirements on risk controls for both electronic trading
firms and exchanges.
– Initiatives by both regulators and exchanges to regulate
or limit the speed at which exchange trading occurs
and remove the alleged advantage that some trading
firms have over others, such as frequent batch auctions,
intentional order delays and minimum order resting
times.
– Regulations, particularly across the EU and in the
Netherlands, which regulate how financial firms can
pay their employees and restrict the relative amount of
variable pay.
–Ongoing and forthcoming initiatives in multiple
jurisdictions to introduce a tax on financial transactions.
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our 20
16

There have naturally been many changes since we were
established three decades ago, both within Optiver and
the financial industry. More stringent regulations and
the growing interconnection of markets have made our
environment increasingly complex. For example, some
key products, such as the S&P, are now trading around
the clock and the role of the banks in the OTC market is
changing. All this makes control and risk frameworks ever
more important. Information security is a hot topic – not just
for Optiver, but for companies and institutions worldwide,
including regulators.

results

We believe the whole market benefits from
transparency,
regulation
and
healthy
competition. These ensure a level playing field, fair prices
and market access for all. With our single-minded focus on
our core business of market-making, we work every day to
provide better liquidity and improve our pricing to end-users
of financial products traded on exchanges.

Optiver reported a net profit attributable to
equity holders of € 320.7 million, compared to
€ 394.8 million in 2015. The 2016 result from operating
activities was € 432.8 million versus € 501.8 million in
2015. The Group displayed a robust financial position
at the end of 2016, with total equity of € 993.2 million
(end of 2015 € 899.9 million). The Group maintains a
conservative capital structure in order to meet any market
and regulatory challenges.
Total assets were € 7,635 million as of 31 December
2016, an increase of 11% compared to 2015. Net
trading income for the financial year amounted to €
857.1 million, 8% less than in our record year 2015.
Staff expenses decreased by 7% to € 317.1 million. This
is the net result of lower profit-sharing expenses and an
increase in personnel expenses as headcount rose.
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CHICAGO
US KEY MARKETS
BATS / CBOE, CME Group,
ISE / NASDAQ, Miax

AMSTERDAM

EUROPE KEY MARKETS
BATS Chi-X, Borsa Italiana,
Xetra, Euronext, EUREX,
ICE, IDEM, LSE, SIX,
Bloomberg RFQ,
Tradeweb

SHANGHAI

our global reach

TAIPEI
HONG KONG

connectivity to 50+ exchanges and platforms

SOUTH AMERICA
KEY MARKETS
BM&F Bovespa
SYDNEY

ASIA-PACIFIC
KEY MARKETS
DCE, HKEx, JPX,
KRX, SGX, SHFE,
TWSE
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building for our
future
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review of 2016

Our profits were our second-highest ever in 2016 and results were spread
more evenly across regions than in the previous year. Global markets gyrated as
events such as the UK’s Brexit vote and the US elections fuelled volatility – as did increasing
restrictions and regulation in China. The European Central Bank continued quantitative
easing while the Federal Reserve began raising interest rates.
Notable events of 2016 for Optiver included our 30-year jubilee celebrations and an expansion
of the Shanghai office. The year also saw us make improvements in our technology, and in
our risk controls.

Celebrating 30 years
We take great pride in our heritage and celebrated our jubilee extensively. Festivities were
centred around the ‘Futureproof’ theme. Thirty years in our industry is quite a milestone
and, like our mission to improve the market, we’re not done yet. The Futureproof theme
is in line with the three Cs that we focus on to ensure we are here to stay: collaboration,
continuous improvement and commitment.
Kicking off our jubilee on March 14, the very day we were founded in 1986, Optiverians
across all our offices came together for a surprise event. In addition, we commemorated
our first trade with ABN Amro Clearing, our clearing partner for the past three decades – an
ABN call option at 0.40 guilders.
That same week, outside our doors, we sponsored and hosted a lunch at the global FIA
conference in Boca Raton. The pre-eminent event in our industry, FIA Boca was the
perfect opportunity to engage with most of our key contacts in the business and discuss
our heritage, mission and focus with some 1,000 delegates, including leaders of global
exchanges and platforms. Our guest speaker Dr Condoleezza Rice shared her views on
global topics such as politics, markets and security, in an interactive session.
On June 29, we rang the gong to open that day’s trading on Euronext Amsterdam. We
hosted a TEDx style event in Amsterdam for business contacts past and present who have
been part of Optiver's journey to date. This event featured inspiring talks on carefullyselected themes and the closing address could not have been better timed, with former
UK government minister Kenneth Clarke speaking just days after Britain voted to leave the
EU. This made for engaging content and gave us all food for thought on the unfolding of
geopolitical events.

Geopolitics
Geopolitical events such as the UK referendum vote to leave the EU and the US presidential
elections created much uncertainty in the market in 2016.
Brexit was a shining example of our culture at work – from the continuous improvement
mind-set that went into planning ahead of the referendum, to the spirit of collaboration
in which teams pulled together as never before. Our Trading, Technology and Risk
departments worked in sync and ensured that people rested in between shifts, to be on top
form. They were diligently supported by our Facilities teams. Above all, our commitment to
the market meant we, as always, provided prices throughout the event.

Industry engagement
In order to help shape the industry in which we operate, we actively engage with media,
authorities and sector peers by participating in panels and working groups, giving
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presentations and providing input in consultations on industry developments. We were
pleased to step up such engagement in 2016, both proactively seeking opportunities and
in reaction to an increased number of requests.
In the Asia Pacific region, we established an Advisory Council of leading industry participants
and continued to take on a significant role in the FIA Japan Principal Trading Group (JPTG)
to engage on market and regulatory developments in Japan.
In the US, our office set up various educational outreach programmes with our regulator
FINRA, as well as demystifying high-frequency trading as part of our recruitment activities.
We participated in the regulatory comment letter process, specifically on an issue regarding
options auctions.
Together with senior members of the CME and ICE, we contributed to industry events such
as ‘The future of derivatives trading’ as part of the Commodity Markets Council and ‘The
future of the industry: business and regulatory’ as part of the Options Industry Conference.
We were asked to host and moderate the panel for senior industry leaders at IDX in London,
the main FIA event in Europe, as well as in Singapore. We took part in Amsterdam StartUp
week, discussed industry developments at a Bundesbank working group session and
participated in a panel at the Europe ETF industry event.
Recognising our reputation and expertise, i-invest magazine named Optiver ‘Best European
Equity ETFs Market Maker’ in the 2016 ETF awards. In the wake of the Brexit vote, the
Financial Times asked us to supply an opinion piece about Amsterdam, which we provided
together with Euronext and ABN Amro Clearing.

Technology
To stay ahead in our competitive business, we must remain innovative, smart and switched
on – striving to be better tomorrow than we are today. Cutting-edge technology is an
increasingly important driver of innovation and improvement.
Our Technology departments are integrated in our core business, allowing our people to organise
themselves around our business problems and reach the best outcomes. Bringing together
different skillsets and encouraging innovation in this way stimulates continuous improvement.
High speed, alternatively known as low latency, is an important part of our pricing concept,
although far from the sole factor in our success. We set up the Optiver Global Technology
(GT) unit in 2015 to focus on optimising the fastest connectivity paths between markets.
Once this was achieved and due to specific needs in local offices, we reintegrated GT back
into the local business units in the second half of 2016.

Asia Pacific
In Asia, we continue to be nimble and flexible, carefully pre-selecting opportunities as we
find them. We expanded our office in Hong Kong last year. We further strengthened our
control framework in Shanghai in terms of people and processes, boosting our technology
resources as well as renovating our office. We remain fully committed to improving
the market in China, and being a long-term trusted partner in developing the financial
environment there.
In Sydney, where we have our Asia hub, we appointed two co-CEOs, Wouter Stinis and
Mark Stevens. Wouter mainly oversees trading and technology, while Mark manages risk,
compliance and finance.

staying in control
In our business, it’s vital to strike the right balance between creating a cutting
edge and maintaining control. Ultimately, our ability to manage risk determines our
competitiveness and underpins our whole business.
We compiled an overview of the key risks we face while pursuing our business objectives.
The Management Board’s risk appetite statements clearly indicate our tolerance towards
each of these risks. All offices are in the process of completing local risk appetite
frameworks in line with these tolerance levels. Each risk appetite statement requires a set of
procedures and a control framework to be put in place, ensuring we operate within the risk
tolerance levels. The current risk appetite statements include: capital and liquidity risks, tax
risks, legal risks, compliance risks, valuation risks, trading book exposure risks, automated
trading risks, system availability risks, information risks and staffing risks.
We regard automated trading risk as one of the most relevant risks. Mitigating automated
trading risk remains a key theme and we continued to invest in additional controls at our
regional offices in 2016. The Automated Risk Committee (ARC) is at the heart of our risk
management framework. Internally, we continue to work on raising awareness of ARC
controls and implementing these across regions. We are focusing on embedding risk
more deeply in the company, educating Optiverians on risk and encouraging them to take
ownership. This way, we instil a mind-set where everyone sees risk as part of their day-today business and responsibility.
Group Audit provides additional insight regarding our key control processes, allowing us
to improve our main processes and strengthen our key controls. The team uses a riskbased approach focusing on the key risk areas. The annual audit plan is defined based
on risk assessment and set up in close collaboration with the relevant stakeholders. Group
Audit performed audits in all offices in accordance with the 2016 audit plan. The offices
addressed recommendations by Group Audit in their management action plans and
are following up through quarterly progress reports to the Management Board and the
Supervisory Board.
We refer to Note 28 for more details on financial risk management.
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Having a diverse array of the smartest talent is the bedrock of Optiver’s past
success – and the key to an equally bright future. We work hard to attract and retain
Optiverians with the right cultural fit and the ability to help propel the company forward.
Our company is a community that is owned by current and former Optiverians. All have a
vested interest in the future of the company, sharing both the challenges and the rewards.
We last year enhanced our onboarding process for new employees, so that from day one they
have an even better understanding of Optiver, its values and priorities.
We employ people from around the world and with a wide range of backgrounds. We value
and respect the diversity, open-minded culture and different viewpoints our employees bring.
We have an open, frank, collaborative and flexible culture where everyone can be creative
and, most importantly, excel. We believe unnecessary hierarchy can obstruct performance;
rather than imposing a top-down, one-size-fits-all mentality, our structure fosters independent
thinking and agility. Each of our local markets is unique and we encourage teams on the
ground to act using their local expertise, within the bounds of our risk control framework. The
Optiver look and feel is the same company-wide, but each local office has the freedom to act
in the best interests of its particular region and business.
Optiver grew further to employ 997 full-time equivalents (FTEs) spanning 40 nationalities by
end-2016 (2015: 913 FTEs).
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A culture of collaboration

Motivating our people

In any global organisation, sharing knowledge and best practice is vital. At Optiver, we know
the value of collaborating closely across our regions, teams and roles. This strengthens
projects, processes and our whole company, fostering a culture of continuous improvement
and learning.

Engaged, motivated employees are essential to our success. We strive to be an employer
of choice and create a culture that feels rewarding. Across regions, we continue to
upgrade and refine our offering and find that Optiverians increasingly want to lead social
and community initiatives. We participated in the Great Place to Work (GPTW) survey in
both our US and APAC offices in 2016, with our Sydney office ranking sixth among top
employers in Australia in the annual awards.

Collaboration is also reflected in our organisational structure, where business and
technology are moving ever closer together. The structure across our offices now reflects a
genuine partnership between these disciplines.
We have numerous internal knowledge-sharing events, which gather together Optiver
colleagues from across our regions. More and more, we are seeing people work across
disciplines, boosting their understanding of their colleagues’ activities and needs.
It is not just knowledge that we share at Optiver. By pooling both our successes and our
failures through our profit-sharing scheme, we promote a culture that rewards teamwork.

Attracting the right people
It is crucial that we continue to find people who fit Optiver’s culture and share our values
of collaboration, commitment and continuous improvement. This is no easy feat: the most
talented people have multiple career options and high expectations of employers, and the
war for talent is fierce.
To find, attract and retain the top talent in the market, we launched Optiver 2020, a multiyear strategy, in 2015. Developing and implementing a global employer brand strategy
helps us build a reputation as an employer of choice among highly talented individuals and
their influencers.
We have a career fair campus recruitment programme, participating in and sponsoring
a wide variety of events that raise Optiver’s profile with our target recruitment group. We
give university guest lectures and in-house master classes, and participate in tech-focused
events, such as hackathons and coding contests.
Last year, such activities included sponsoring the Olympiads programme in Australia –
something we will also do in Europe in 2017 for the Olympiad for companies. All our
offices have increasingly opened their doors to host numerous meet-ups and technology
networking events in order to enhance our reputation as a destination for tech talent.
Examples include a talk with the author of Clean Code known as Uncle Bob (a.k.a. Robert
C. Martin in our Chicago office), and a day with Dan North, a highly regarded programmer
and organisational specialist, in Amsterdam.
There are many correlations between trading and chess. In 2016 we cemented a
sponsorship agreement with chess grandmaster Anish Giri, to support him on his quest to
become world champion. Anish has become a proud ambassador for Optiver and regularly
drops by our Dutch office, or visits our other locations when he is in between tournaments.
In 2016, he played against many Optiverians, as well as accompanying us to some of our
recruitment activities in the UK.
Anish also helped us host events, internally as well as for local chess communities, and
writes an exclusive monthly newsletter on topical themes and interesting moves.
In 2016, Optiver Europe started hiring technology graduates and conducted its first
internship programme, as well as two tech ‘starter’ programmes. We reassessed and
adjusted packages for starters in Trading and introduced such packages in Technology.
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While it’s great to hear where we excel, it’s even more important to learn where we can
improve. Engagement benchmarks help us assess how we’re doing in areas such as
leadership, strategy, teamwork and rewards. They are vital to helping us develop and finetune our culture.
New people are often relocating from abroad, so we do our utmost to ensure they and
their families feel comfortable and can make a smooth transition to a new company and/
or country. The environment in which we operate can be demanding and the welfare of
our colleagues is paramount, so we go out of our way to encourage a rewarding, social
atmosphere.
Our people enjoy health classes such as running, personal training and yoga, either during
their break or after hours. We offer varied events to bring everyone together in a social
setting, through family days, our annual Optiver weekends, calendar celebrations and
team-building events.
All these are not just nice-to-have secondary benefits. They are perks with a purpose: our
aim is to ensure our employees feel healthy and engaged, which we believe can make
the difference between a good company and a great one. All our offices participate in
community and charitable initiatives, often directly initiated by our employees. Supporting
each other on adventurous initiatives in aid of charity, collecting gifts and seasonal packages
for local causes, having some fun and competing against our competitor in running events
for charity – 2016 saw it all.

Investing in our people
Investing in our people is an investment in the Optiver of tomorrow. We offer extensive
opportunities for growth and empower people by trusting them and giving them the freedom
to do their work well. We want to make sure their entire experience remains challenging
and positive. It’s important that we understand what is needed to achieve this, so that we
can do our best to deliver.
Optiver is a learning organisation. We want everyone to have access to learning through
education, experience and exposure to other areas. Throughout our offices, we made
significant steps in this direction last year.
Optiver Europe introduced one platform for all training activities called the Education Hub,
as well as setting up education plans for Trading, Technology, Risk, first-time managers and
new employees. These plans focus on a wide range of topics, from trading for non-traders
to leadership, team development and personal growth.
Optiver Asia Pacific hired a Head of Tech Education from within the company, to bolster
the current learning team, as well as a Head of Trader Education. Optiver US hired its first
dedicated HR resource to focus on talent development. While this role focuses on multiple
long-term initiatives to support the growth and development of talent, last year also saw the
launch of a new trader trainee mentor programme and a leadership effectiveness training
pilot.

looking ahead
Topics on our radar for 2017 include:

Continued commitment to improving the market,
creating liquidity through thick and thin, whatever
the market conditions. With elections in France, Italy,
the Netherlands and Germany, global geopolitical
uncertainty and the anti-globalisation movement are
set to persist this year. Exact market implications are
impossible to predict, however.

Further expansion

for Optiver, with moderate growth in staff numbers and
extensions to our product range. Several initiatives
launched in 2016 will become operational and so begin

Continued work by

generating revenue in 2017.

each region to understand what the Optiver of the future
looks like. This way, we will boost our ability to attract the
best and most suited talent, to develop and retain them

Work to further

– and so keep Optiver futureproof.

commercialise our key competences of price, execution
and risk management, thus facilitating better service to
end-investors. As the company continues to grow in size
and complexity, we will keep pace with these business
developments through continued investment in control

Acceleration of our financial close
process and swifter, more standardised reporting to
shareholders.Continued assessment of division
of responsibilities between Holding and local offices.
Closely following the Brexit discussion and
processes.

assessing all its possible implications for Optiver.

Thanks
Our special thanks go to Ruud Vlek, whose many years
of dedication, commitment and guidance on the Optiver
Supervisory Board concluded in June 2016. We were
pleased to welcome Miriam van Dongen to the Supervisory
Board last year.
Of course, nothing would have been possible without the
dedication of all our employees in 2016. We are deeply
grateful to them for their continued hard work in our 30th
jubilee year, and look forward to many more decades of
commitment, collaboration and continuous improvement.
Amsterdam, 22 March 2017
Management Board
Edwin Duijn, Johann Kaemingk, Paul Hilgers
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supervisory board report

Collaboration between the Optiver offices, and among staff working in control departments
such as compliance, finance, tax and legal remained smooth in 2016. Overall, the positive
spirit, energy and enthusiasm of people across the organisation are some of the strengths
that really distinguish Optiver.
In 2016, the Supervisory Board continued to devote attention to helping the business and
support functions work together as closely and effectively as possible. We were pleased to
see that a study conducted into the functioning of the Internal Audit department, which
was centralised at Group level in 2015, showed that business functions really view Audit as
a partner. Our three lines of defence model is becoming ever stronger.

Composition and profile

Last year was a landmark one for Optiver: the company celebrated 30 years
of improving the market, its clear mission since its establishment in 1986.
Safeguarding and promoting that mission remained a vital responsibility of the
Supervisory Board in 2016, and one that we continued to fulfil with alacrity.
The primary role of the Optiver Supervisory Board is to supervise the Management Board
on the performance of its tasks. Our secondary role is to advise the Management Board. In
fulfilling our responsibilities, we act in the interests of Optiver and its stakeholders.
This report gives insight into how we did this in 2016 and outlines the main areas to which
the Supervisory Board devoted attention.

Main developments
Last year was another rewarding one for Optiver. All employees in all our offices worked with
great determination and commitment despite some challenging geopolitical events that
unsettled the markets, such as the Brexit vote in the UK. Optiver achieved strong financial
results and grew substantially in employee numbers. As the organisation continues to
grow, the learning mentality and knowledge sharing that have always been among Optiver’s
success factors become ever more crucial.
We witnessed this mentality during our overseas office visit, which was to Shanghai in 2016.
The pride in Optiver that our new Shanghai employees displayed was wonderful to see. So
too was the fast and effective way in which the other Optiver offices worked together to set
up the new operation. That flexibility and agility is another great strength of this company.
Employing the top talent in the market is vitally important to Optiver’s future. The Supervisory
Board was pleased with the proactive approach of the ongoing recruitment and talent
strategy to attract, develop and retain the top talent in the market. Our compliments go to
the strategy team and all those involved for the highly professional market research and
development of the strategy. We will continue to track progress on this closely, as well as
monitoring and advising on succession planning. Identifying and nurturing Optiver’s leaders
of the future is, after all, another key element to making the organisation futureproof.
The continuity of the company is always one of the Supervisory Board’s main priorities.
As such, we fully endorse and share the Management Board’s focus on the three key
ingredients that will keep Optiver futureproof: commitment, continuous improvement and
collaboration.
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The Supervisory Board is a separate corporate body that is independent of the Management
Board. Our independence is reﬂected in the requirement that members of the Supervisory
Board can neither be members of the Management Board nor Optiver employees. This
ensures sufficient distance from daily operations, enabling us to provide critical and
constructive guidance to the Management Board.
The Supervisory Board currently consists of four members. Hector de Beaufort, who
joined the Supervisory Board in 2015, succeeded Ruud Vlek as chairman when Ruud
stepped down on June 30, 2016. The board’s membership briefly dipped to three but
returned to full strength with the welcome arrival of Miriam van Dongen. Miriam’s extensive
financial and management knowledge and expertise meant she hit the ground running and
immediately became a highly valued member of the Supervisory Board.
We wish to express our heartfelt thanks to Ruud for his long-term commitment and
contribution to the Supervisory Board and to Optiver as a whole. We are very grateful for
his smooth handover as chairman to Hector de Beaufort. Ruud will continue to participate
in Stichting Prioriteit Optiver, the foundation that holds the priority shares in Optiver
Holding BV. The Supervisory Board is happy that the board of this foundation consists
of long-serving stakeholders with deep roots in Optiver, making it a solid and supportive
shareholder whose interests are firmly aligned with those of the company.

Supervisory Board meetings
We had seven formal meetings with the Management Board in 2016 and one formal
meeting with only Supervisory Board members present. All Supervisory Board members
attended these meetings, either in person or remotely.
In addition, we were in regular contact with the Management Board throughout the year,
both in person and by telephone. As well as discussing ongoing topics and issues, the
Supervisory Board talks to the Managing Board about key trends such as block chain,
fintech and market regulation, in order to promote timely thinking about how Optiver can
adapt to and benefit from such developments.
Six formal meetings were held in Amsterdam and one was hosted by Optiver in Shanghai.
This was the third year that the Supervisory Board held one of its meetings at another
Optiver location, a tradition that supports our culture of knowledge sharing and teamwork
and enhances our understanding of local operations, opportunities and challenges. We
have paid an annual visit to one of our overseas operations. In 2014 this was Chicago, in
2015 Sydney and in 2016 Shanghai. These visits are valuable and informative, both for us
and for the local teams. In Shanghai, we met all the local employees and were pleased to
witness their pride in being part of Optiver.
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The full scope and details of the discussions within the Supervisory Board are confidential,
given the business-sensitive nature of matters discussed. Broadly speaking, however, the
main topics we discussed during our meetings in 2016 (besides the items mentioned above
and regular updates on the business and company) were business strategy, shareholderrelated issues, financial performance, audit, risk, HR, succession planning and policies.
The senior people from Risk Management, Audit, Tax, Finance, Compliance and Legal,
plus CEOs were present at one or more of our formal meetings, to discuss the course of
affairs and developments related to their areas of expertise. We value the input from Optiver
employees and external experts and we talk to them on a regular basis. This, too, helps us
deepen our knowledge.
One of our meetings, at which only Supervisory Board members were present, was
dedicated to assessing our own performance. Each year, we assess how we perform
against our own objectives and where we can improve. Alongside this, we aim to have an
external assessment of our functioning conducted every three years.
Besides formal performance assessments, the Supervisory Board is constantly seeking
ways to improve its functioning, and to help Optiver. This is consistent with the learning
environment that characterises the whole company.

Financial Statements
All members of the Supervisory Board jointly executed the duties of a regular audit
committee. We met with our external auditor KPMG on three occasions to discuss audit
scoping and planning, the management letters and the auditor’s report and financial
statements. The Group’s financial statements were discussed at the Supervisory Board
meeting on 22 March 2017.
We have approved these ﬁnancial statements, and all members of the Supervisory Board,
together with the members of the Management Board, have signed these documents.

Gratitude
The Supervisory Board wishes to compliment and thank all Optiver employees everywhere
for their great efforts and commitment in the 30th anniversary year. In a volatile year for the
markets, some moments were highly challenging, but the way everyone pulled together at
such times displayed the Optiver spirit at its best.
We encourage all employees to keep up the good work this year, and we look forward to
Optiver’s continued success in 2017 and beyond.
Amsterdam, 22 March 2017
Supervisory Board
Hector de Beaufort (Chairman), Pieter Paul van Besouw, Arnoud Boot, Miriam van Dongen
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Management Board report

Name

Birth year

Nationality

Member since

End of term

Mr. H.W.L. de Beaufort

1956

Dutch

2 October 2015

30 September 2019

Mr. P.P.J.J.M. van Besouw

1946

Dutch

30 June 2009

30 June 2017

Mr. A.W.A. Boot

1960

Dutch

7 February 2005

30 June 2018

Ms. M.R. van Dongen

1969

Dutch

1 October 2016

30 September 2020

proud heritage
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2012-2016
TRADING INCOME (IN € MILLION)

EQUITY ATTRIBUTABLE TO EQUITY HOLDERS (IN € MILLION)
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1,119.9

1,202.6

804.7
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0
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Income statement (in € million)
Trading income
Net trading income

857.1

929.8

619.8

466.0

370.1

Expenses

424.3

428.0

289.4

237.9

189.6

49.5%

46.0%

46.7%

51.1%

51.2%

Net profit

Expenses / Net trading income (%)

335.9

412.4

267.7

191.1

153.7

Net profit attributable to equity holders

320.7

394.8

246.9

174.6

141.6

Balance sheet total

7,635.0

6,897.4

7,737.7

5,645.3

5,297.2

6,526.5

5,967.1

6,886.2

4,873.6

4,875.0

964.3

873.7

687.8

589.9

515.1

28.9

26.2

34.4

13.6

9.2

Non trading assets

382.1

278.4

167.6

89.5

52.6

Cash and cash equivalents

368.1

435.5

231.5

244.7

255.7

Issued shares at year end

1,413,980

1,400,413

1,413,008

1,395,584

1,373,847

Net profit per share (in €)

226.8

281.9

174.7

125.1

103.1

Equity per share (in €)

682.0

623.9

486.8

422.7

374.9

997

913

807

738

647

FTEs at year end (including partners)
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Optiver through time...
2000 ALREADY IN TRANSITION FROM FLOOR TO SCREEN
TRADING, OPTIVER ESTABLISHES ITS
TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT. IN THE
SAME YEAR WE COMPLETE OUR FIRST
AUTOMATIC TRADE. FURTHERMORE
2000 SAW US SET UP OUR LOCAL
TRADING OFFICE IN HONG KONG.

Optiver through time...
LONDON

AMSTERDAM
FRANKFURT

1990 WITH A
SUCCESSFUL ESTABLISHMENT
IN THE NETHERLANDS, OPTIVER
EXPANDS THE IDEA TO THE
EXCHANGES OF FRANKFURT AND
PARIS - LONDON FOLLOWED IN
FEBRUARY 1998.

2000

1986 FOUNDED 30
YEARS AGO WITH ONE TRADER
ON THE AMSTERDAM OPTIONS
EXCHANGE WITH THE MISSION TO
IMPROVE MARKETS BY NARROWING THE BID-ASK SPREADS IN
THE OPTIONS MARKET.

1600

2011 AS PART
OF OUR 25YEAR ANNIVERSARY, WE SPONSOR A
UNIVERSITY CHAIR AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF AMSTERDAM. 
OPTIVER AND THREE OTHER
TRADING FIRMS ESTABLISH
FIA EPTA.

1998 FIRST STEPS
MADE IN AMSTERDAM FOR THE
TRANSITION TO SCREEN TRADING
ALONG WITH EXCHANGES EURONEXT AMSTERDAM AND
DEUTSCHE BÖRSE.

1600
PARIS

2002 ON 6TH
DECEMBER, THE LAST PHYSICAL
OPTIONS FLOOR TRANSACTION
TOOK PLACE MARKING A DEFINITIVE
END OF 400 YEARS OF FLOOR
TRADING. THE TRANSITION WAS
NOW 100% SCREEN.

1997  OPTIVER
STARTS
ITS
OWN
CLEARING UNIT NAMED
PROBROKERAGE.

2013 OPTIVER APAC
EXPANDS INTO SHANGHAI WITH
BOTH TECH AND TRADING OFFICES. 
THE SAME YEAR OUR SYDNEY OFFICE IS
AWARDED BEST PLACE TO WORK IN
AUSTRALIA. OUR CHICAGO OFFICE
REINTRODUCES FLOOR TRADERS
BACK TO THE BUSINESS.

1200

1996  THE SYDNEY OFFICE
KICKS OFF WITH TWO TRADERS. IT
STARTS WITH FLOOR TRADING,
BUT TRANSITIONS STEADILY
TOWARDS SCREEN TRADING.

800

1999 WE ESTABLISH
OUR AMERICAN OPERATION
IN NYC, THEN IN 2002 MOVE
TO CHICAGO, HOME OF THE US
DERIVATIVES MARKET.

2007 WE
BECOME ONE OF THE
EARLY BACKERS OF INSTINET
FOUNDED “CHI-X”, A NEWLY
LAUNCHED MTF. WE START
TRADING USING OUR OWN
PROPRIETARY TRADING
SYSTEM.

400

2010 OPTIVER AND BINCK
BANK LAUNCH A JOINT VENTURE AS AN
ALTERNATIVE TO EURONEXT AMSTERDAM:
TOM MTF. THE FIRST TRADE IS DONE IN
BRAZIL, WHERE WE ARE NOW MARKET LEADER.
OUR AMSTERDAM OFFICE RECEIVES THE EXPAT
EMPLOYER OF THE YEAR AWARD.DURING THE
FLASH CRASH IN MAY, OPTIVER REMAINS IN THE
MARKET, PROVIDING LIQUIDITY.WE PUBLISH OUR FIRST POSITION PAPER ON HFT.

0

2000

1200

...and beyond.
800

2016 CELEBRATING 30
YEARS OF IMPROVING THE MARKETS.
FROM ONE TRADER BACK IN 1986, TO 1000
PEOPLE REPRESENTING 40 NATIONALITIES
ACROSS THE GLOBE. OUR SYDNEY OPTIVERIANS
RETAINED THEIR STATUS AS A BEST PLACE TO WORK
AND OUR AMSTERDAM OFFICE RECEIVED THE TITLE
OF “BEST MARKET MAKER IN ETF’S” FROM
IINVEST. WITH SIMILAR SKILLSETS, OPTIVER
SPONSORS CHESS GRANDMASTER ANISH
GIRI ON HIS QUEST TO THE WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS IN 2020.

400

0

MXWO World Markets 1986-2016: Bloomberg

...and beyond.
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